H a r v a rd L i b r a r y ’s
First Director
Helen Shenton, an experienced innovator from the British
Library who was deputy director of the Harvard University Library this past year, became executive director of the new, consolidated Harvard Library in mid January. “What we will be doing,” she said in an interview at Wadsworth House, “is creating
something new…the concept of one Harvard library.” Recalling
visits to Harvard’s 73 libraries when she first arrived at the University a year ago, she said she noted “a lot of enthusiasm” for
the idea among library staff, who “want to work together in better ways” but have struggled to do so across “false boundaries.”
Patrons, she added, also seek simple ways to access all of the
collections once they are in a library or logged in to the system.
Under a management structure more than a year in the making (as part of a provost-initiated review of Harvard’s libraries), Shenton will report to and work with a new library board
that has been given “strategic and decision-making authority
for the whole of the Harvard Library. That’s very radical,” she
said, when compared to the coordinated decentralization of
the past. But during a “revolutionary time” in which people are
changing how they access and use information, she explained,
“We have got to not only respond, but be ahead of it, for the
good of pedagogy and learning and research.”
Shenton credited a yearlong effort by the Library Implemen
tation Workgroup (chaired by Divinity School professor of
philosophy and theology David Lamberth) for gathering tremendously useful information about the entire library system,
“which had never been looked at as a whole.” In order to effect necessary changes, she has identified several “strands of
work” that, as of late January, were being pulled into a transition
plan—involving issues of governance, funding, information technology, organization, and use of space—under the supervision
of provost Steven E. Hyman and executive vice president Katie

erative Biology, under the Harvard Stem
Cell Institute); the interdisciplinary
Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired
Engineering (linking HMS, affiliated hospitals, the School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, and Faculty of Arts and
Sciences departments such as chemistry
and physics); and an increasingly University-wide Humanities Center, building on humanities efforts in each school.
(Hyman’s own career is an archetype of
boundary-crossing. A 1974 Yale graduate in philosophy and the humanities, he
then journeyed to the University of Cambridge as a Mellon Fellow in the philosophy of science, earning B.A. and M.A. de-
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Lapp. Shenton, who focused on collection care at the British Library during an analogous period of consolidation, reiterated
that “We must do this for the benefit of our patrons. It is for
now, but it is also very much for the future.”
She emphasized that even as the planning continues, local decisions will remain important. “We need to balance shared services with the best of the local,” she said, “because the libraries
have incredibly knowledgeable, specialized staff who work extremely closely with academic programs and with faculty, and
know their subjects well. We must keep that whilst moving to
some element of harmonization.”
Shenton has wasted no time in taking action, announcing in
late January that Harvard would be joining Borrow Direct, an
interlibrary loan program among the Ivy League universities
that gives users access to a catalog of 50 million items for delivery in just four to five business days. “Borrow Direct,” she
explained, “strongly reflects the aspirations that guide the new
Harvard Library.”

grees, before turning to medicine.) These
collaborations, he said, are “what I am
proudest of.”
Hyman also oversees affiliated cultural
institutions, ranging from the museums to
the American Repertory Theater (ART)—
a responsibility not common to provosts
elsewhere. He cited with enthusiasm the
reconstruction of the Fogg Art Museum,
now under way, to “create a true teaching
museum,” and the activities of the ART;
both institutions’ directors were appointed through searches under Hyman.
Finally, he said, “The greatest privilege
for me is chairing committees related to
faculty promotion.” Although decisions on
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tenure ultimately rest with the president,
the provost now runs “somewhat more
than half” of the review committees, he
said—in the heady days before the recent
economic difficulties, one per week, across
all the faculties. He marveled at “what you
can learn” as provost from engaging with
the faculty members through those reviews.

Looking ahead, Hyman said his most
important piece of unfinished business is
ensuring that the restructuring of the library system proceeds and gains momentum. The new University library board
has been appointed, an executive direcH arv ard M aga z in e
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